General Comments (in random order)
“Lin and her team are amazing ! Nothing was to much trouble, the food was incredible all the
guest commented on how much they enjoyed it. Linda was so professional we had meeting
to discuss what we wanted and lin had some great ideas. She was there on the day to promt
us when need. She is so much more than a caterer! We new with Lin in charge everything
would run without a hitch ! And it did we had the most perfect day and we owe a lot of the to
lin and her fabulous team.”
Mrs Rachael Tolley
“From the word go Lyn understood our catering aims. The food on the day was stunning,
beautifully presented, served & cooked. Lyn’s whole team are a real credit to her, so
professional & well organised. We had lots of comments about how our guests loved the
food - with one even going on to book her for their sons wedding! Lyn did our day & eve food
- this was seamless. The team cleared the tables, reorganised the barn for the band & served
the evening food so well I didn’t even notice it happen.”
Mrs Emma Mortimer (Flavin)
“Excellent service and good from start to finish.”
Mr Jonathan Clarke
“Faultless! Lin meet with us and totally ’wowed’ us just like a breath of fresh air. We
discussed everything,the service is bespoke, flexible and Lin ran though EVERY detail. We
had complete faith. The food was exceptional, we have received cards and letters from
guests saying it was the best they have ever had! Staff amazing, presentation amazing.
Everything completely calm and controlled. The quality was exceptional and superb value.
We just can’t praise LAP highly enough!!!”
Mrs Laura Stanbury
“Lin and her staff are quite simply,superb at what they do.They are friendly and professional
and our guests were saying they had not tasted such wonderful food at a wedding
before.Every detail is carefully thought about and attended to.It was a day we will
remember all our lives and a very large part of this was down to Lin and her
team.Completely exceeded our expectations.”
Mrs Claire Wang (Whittaker0
“From the very start it was brilliantly professional Lin came out to talk about what we
wanted always on the end of the phone and always kept up to date with ang small changes.
Her communications is one of the things that makes it so easy not to worry going into your
wedding day. It was not only the food and bar than Lin was happy to help anything you asked
for even flood defences. On the day it was perfect I didn’t know that the generator wasn’t
working properly the food was fantastic.”
Mrs Rosanne Tucker

“After our first meeting with Lin it was a massive relief knowing that our big day was going
to be exactly how we wanted it and that there was going to be nothing to worry about. Lin
left no stone unturned and went through everything with us in fine detail. We gave Lin our
ideas of the food we wanted and asked for something different to be cooked for the
children, nothing was to much trouble. We stayed in regular contact with Lin and to help us
all Lin put together an itinerary including everyone”
Mrs Kelly Vaughan (Rowland)
“Having a home venue was really daunting, we had no idea how to even make it happen, let
alone make a cattle shed suitable for a sit down meal! Numerous emails on my behalf and
visits from LIn and her team made our day stress free and run like clockwork!”
Mrs Lisa Parsons (Hawthornthwaite)
“Lyn and her team are great. From the moment of contacting Lyn helped us all the way with
the preparations. The food was delicious and staff very courteous.”
Mrs Sarah Staines
“LAP were absolute first class on our wedding day and throughout the whole planning
process, Lin was in regular contact and met several times to discuss ideas, menus and how
we saw our day. The team were fantastic on the day, so professional and well presented.
Jason in particular was so attentive and seemed well in control of everything on the floor
while Lin was busy in the kitchen. The food was incredible and so many people commented
on how much they enjoyed it. Can’t thank them enough.”
Mrs Megan Rapps
“Lin and Paul were experienced and confident in their recommendations. Advice was given
to help us achieve the reception we wanted for a price we could afford. In the lead up to the
event they had everything set up efficiently and kept us informed at every move. On the day
the service was seamless and the quality of food outstanding. We had many guests say it was
the best food they have ever had at a wedding and we have to agree with them. Nothing was
too much trouble for them or their team.”
Mrs Katie Down (Miller)
“Lin and her team were exceptional in the service they delivered from beginning to end. Lin
was thorough, organised, took on board what we were looking for, and nothing was too
much trouble for her- including accommodating last minute dietary requirements as late as
the evening before the wedding. Not least, her food was amazing and we had nothing but
praise from all our guests for her and her staff!”
Mrs Anca Webber (Spiridon)
“Absolutely outstanding company, people and food. Would never have anyone else but
them again!”
Mrs Julie Williams (Harvey)

“We held our wedding in tipi tents the company did hire bars out, but we decided against it
once we had seen lap bars. It was put in a couple of days before the wedding it was a real
wow , couldn’t believe you could get something so classey for an outdoor wedding. The staff
were fantastic, so friendly towards my guests everyone complemented me on them. The bar
and glasses were cleared away the following day so none of the other suppliers were held
up. We will definatly be using them again.”
Mrs Debbie Selley (twigg)

Why They Booked (in random order)
“LAP was recommended to us alongside a couple of other catered by our wedding venue. My
husband had a couple of phone chats with Lin and immediately felt relaxed and happy with
Lins standards and capabilities. We met to discuss ideas and Lins fun and friendly
personality really made the difference for us. We could chat and bounce ideas around and
did not feel like we were restricted to a set menu and Lin told us what she felt would and
wouldn’t work but was pretty much up for any of our ideas. She had a ’let’s give it a go’ way
of thinking to everything! Lin was so much more than a caterer in our wedding and we could
ask her advice on anything and she was always there to support or make us laugh when
times got a bit stressful! Lin hired a car and drove back through the night from Edinburgh the
day before our wedding after her flight got cancelled, all to meet us at 9am the day before
and check we were happy with table lay out etc. You can’t ask for much better than that!”
Mrs Megan Rapps
“Lin has a very professional manor and we liked her no nonsense approach. We new she
would do her utmost to make sure we had the best service available.”
Mrs Katie Down (Miller)
“To provide great food and a brilliant service which is what they did.”
Mrs Rosanne Tucker
“Having seen Lyn in action at prior events knew we would have great caterers.”
Mrs Sarah Staines
“LAP’s reputation is the best in the area.We’ve tried the food before at functions and its
second to none.The staff are well presented and efficient and Lin is such a talented chef and
sure knows how to run a business! All in in the dream team.”
Mrs Laura Stanbury
“Recommended by family friend and venue.Lin filled me with confidence on my first
telephone conversation with her,I knew immediately that everything would be taken care of
and that I could rely on her.”
Mrs Claire Wang (Whittaker0
“All reviews and feedback gave us no reason not to use Lin and her team not a bad thing said
and now I know why and total agree. Lin and the LAP team did an AMAZING job to make myn
and my husband’s day so so special. All thanks to there high standard and professional
service and there very fine attention to detail throughout the day.”
Mrs Kelly Vaughan (Rowland)
“Amazing reviews”
Mrs Rachael Tolley

“They were absolutely excellent, organised, efficient and good value- with incredibly good
food!”
Mrs Anca Webber (Spiridon)
“Heard many good reports about them.”
Mrs Julie Williams (Harvey)
“N/a”
Mr Jonathan Clarke
“We booked with Lyn as she understood our plans from the first day we spoke. We felt she
was always on top of everything & always responded very quickly to any questions we had.
Lyn felt more like a friend throughout our booking & lead up to the wedding. Lyn is very
personable, organised and very professional. Nothing is to much trouble and you get a
feeling that you are in very very safe hands.”
Mrs Emma Mortimer (Flavin)
“I booked LAP because I wanted perfection, and Lin is a perfectionist! I needed the reins to
be taken On that day, needed the trust and quality which is what we received 110”
Mrs Lisa Parsons (Hawthornthwaite)
“Lin was recommended highly to me and once I had met her I could see why she was so
friendly and professional. She made me feel at ease. I had no idea the amount of alcohol or
glasses to order and she took all the worrying away. That’s why I booked lap bars.”
Mrs Debbie Selley (twigg)

Voter Scores
Question
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Your Score

Average

Ability of your caterer to understand, interpret and realise your 10
vision and ideas.

9.855

Range and flexibility of menus offered by your caterer.

10

9.861

Quality of expertise, advice and guidance received from your
caterer.

10

9.854

Quality of customer service and communication received from 10
your caterer.

9.789

Quality and presentation of the food and/or drink on the day of 10
the wedding.

9.925

Personal presentation and efficiency of catering staff on the
day of your wedding.

10

9.898

Value for money.

10

9.736

